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ASSET MARKET LINKAGES IN CRISIS PERIODS
P. Hartmann,S. Straetmans,and C. G. de Vries*
Abstract-We characterizeasset returnlinkagesduringperiodsof stress
by an extremaldependencemeasure.Contraryto correlationanalysis,this
measureis not predisposedtowardthe normaldistribution
nonparametric
and can allow for nonlinearrelationships.Our estimates for the G-5
countriessuggest that simultaneouscrashesbetween stock marketsare
much more likely thanbetweenbond markets.However,for the assessment of financial system stability the widely disregardedcross-asset
perspectiveis particularlyimportant.For example, our data show that
as frequentas flightto qualityfrom
stock-bondcontagionis approximately
stocks into bonds.Extremecross-borderlinkagesare surprisinglysimilar
to national linkages, illustratinga potentialdownside to international
financialintegration.

I.

Introduction

Odifferentfinancialmarketscrashjointly,or is a fall
D of
for another?The answerto this
one a

question
gain
is crucial for our view on the stability of international
financial marketsand any systemic risk related to these
markets.The more marketscrashsimultaneously,the more
in dangerare even largebanksthathold widely diversified
tradingportfolios, possibly also threateningthe payment
and settlementprocess.The numberof marketsaffectedby
a crisis situationmay also determinethe severityof any real
effects that might follow. Recentfinancialcrises in emerging marketeconomies have again drawnattentionto these
issues. Marketparticipants,policymakers,and academics
frequentlypoint to the perceivedoccurrenceof contagion,
witness terminologylike the "Asianflu." Othershighlight
joint shocks and macroeconomicfluctuations,triggering
simultaneouscrises in severalmarketsor countries.
The phenomenonof financial-market
crises spillingover
to othercountrieswas first systematicallystudiedby Morgenstern(1959, ch. X).1He examinedthe effectsof 23 stock
marketpanicson foreignmarketsand explicitlyreferredto
the "statisticalextremes"of the stock marketmovements.
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The more recent econometricliteratureuses correlation
analysis,oftenbasedon ARCH-typemodels.This literature
asks whetherstock-marketcomovementsbecome stronger
duringcrashesthan in noncrashtimes. It also investigates
the directionof internationalspillovers.Representativearticles of this literatureare King and Wadwhani(1990),
Hamao, Masulis, and Ng (1990), Malliaris and Urrutia
(1992), Lin, Engle, and Ito (1994), and Susmel and Engle
(1994). There is also some empirical work on whether
currency crises are contagious, notably in Eichengreen,
Rose, and Wyplosz (1996), Sachs, Torell, and Velasco
(1996), andKaminskyandReinhart(2000). However,there
is very little work on bond marketspillovers.2
The presentpaperaddsa new perspectiveto the linkages
betweenasset markets,by studyingcomovementsbetween
differenttypes of assets andby using a novel methodology.
In contrastto the existing literature,we do not only study
the connectionbetween,say, differentstock marketsduring
times of stress;we explicitlyfocus on the linkagesbetween
stock and governmentbond markets. Thus, apart from
studying phenomenalike contagion or joint crashes of
stocks,we look into phenomenasuch asflight to quality,by
which we meana crashin stock marketsaccompaniedby a
boom in governmentbond markets.Extreme cross-asset
linkages are importantfor the analysis of international
financialstability,for they have a bearingon the overall,or
systemic,reachthatcontagionorjoint crashescan have.We
are not awareof any otherhardquantitativeexaminationof
cross-asset crisis linkages, including the flight-to-quality
phenomenon.
The methodologicalnovelty is thatwe do not use conditional correlationanalysis.We directlymeasureand report
the expectednumberof marketcrashesconditionalon the
eventthatat least one marketcrashes.Studieswhichrely on
conditional correlation analysis usually do report the
amountof correlation,but stop shortof reportingthe information that has more direct economic meaning. In our
opinion,the correlationmeasureis only an intermediatestep
in obtaininga measuresuch as the likelihood of a crash
spillover.The conditionalcorrelation,moreover,is strongly
predisposedtowardthe multivariatenormaldistribution.As
ourempiricalanalysisbelow shows, however,the multivariate normaldramaticallyunderestimatesthe frequencyof
extreme market spillovers. Boyer, Gibson, and Loretan
2 We know of
only two studiesthatsystematicallyaddressinternational
bond-marketspilloversin volatileperiods,namelyBorio and McCauley
(1996) and Domanskiand Kremer(2000). In contrastwith recent advances in the theoreticalanalysisof (for example)bankcontagion,there
aresurprisinglyfew theoreticalattemptsto explicitlymodelcrisislinkages
betweendifferentsecuritiesmarkets.The publishedliteraturecomprises
King and Wadhwani(1990), Calvo and Mendoza (2000), Kodres and
Pritsker(2002), andKyle andXiong (2001). For a comprehensivesurvey
of the contagionliterature,see de Bandtand Hartmann(2000).
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(1997) demonstratefor the bivariatenormalthatthe conditional correlationmeasure varies considerablywith the
conditioningsets.3In addition,this variationcan easily be
shown to be differentfor differentclasses of multivariate
worse,the conditionalcrashcorrelationcanbe
distributions;
0 even if thereis a high spilloverprobability.For all these
reasons,we do not regardthe statisticalconceptof correlation as an unambiguousmeasureof the economic interdependencebetweenmarketsduringtimes of stress.
This paperinsteadcharacterizesthe returnlinkagesbetween asset marketsin periodsof crisis by a measurefrom
statisticalextreme-valueanalysis that capturesthe dependence structureof multivariatedistributionsfar away from
the center.It turnsoutthatthis limitingdependencemeasure
can be describedby a single functionthatexists underfairly
general conditions. In contrast to correlation-basedapproachestowardmeasuringmarketlinkages,the probability
law of the joint returnprocess can be left unspecified,
estimatorfor the limiting
because we use a nonparametric
these
estimates
function.
From
nonparametric
dependence
of the limitingdependencefunctionwe deriveestimatesfor
the expectednumberof marketcrashes(orthe probabilityof
a simultaneouscrash)given thatat least one marketcrashes.
Thusmarketlinkagesin crisisperiodsaremeasureddirectly
in the economicallyrelevantmoney metricand associated
probabilities,and we do not make the detourvia correlations.
The methodologyis then used to analyze the linkages
within and between equity and bond marketsin the G-5
industrialcountriesin times of marketturmoil.4Ourresults
indicatesmallbutnonnegligiblecross-assetmarketlinkages
in times of stress. The strongestextremelinkages are between differentnationalequity markets,and the flight-toqualityphenomenonis approximatelyas frequentas simultaneouscrashesof stock andbondmarkets.Whereassingle
bond or stock marketcrashes are relatively rare events
happeningonce or twice a humanlifetime, the conditional
probabilitiesof havinga crash(or boom) in a marketgiven
that one occurredin anothermarketare quite high. Interestingly,cross-borderlinkagesarenot weakerthandomestic
linkages.Whereasthese results confirmthat in the era of
freecapitalflows andglobalization,surveillanceof financial
marketstabilitycannot stop at nationalborders,they also
suggestthatthereare some limits to how widely contagion
can spread.
3ForbesandRigobon(2002) show a similarconditionalcorrelationbias
in the context of the linearregressionmodel and proposea correction
for it.
4Related analyses for a single type of contracthave recently been
carriedout on foreignexchangedata by Straetmans(1998) and Starica
(1999), and on majorstock marketsby Straetmans(2000), Longin and
Solnik (2001) and Poon, Rockinger,and Tawn (2001). For analysesof
stockmarketcomovementsusingregime-switchingvolatilitymodels,see
RamchandandSusmel(1998). Forstudiesof regularnoncrisiscross-asset
see, for example,Longin and Solnik (1995), Fleming,
interdependence,
Kirby,and Ostdiek(1998), or Bodartand Reding(1999).

The paper is organized as follows. The next section
introducesour nonparametricasymptotictail dependence
measurefor extremefinancialmarketcomovements.Section III presents the way in which this extreme linkage
measurecan be estimatedin two steps,a univariateone and
a bivariateone. Some related testing techniquesare discussed in section IV. Section V containsthe results from
applyingthis approachto weekly G-5 countrystock and
bondmarketreturns.The empiricalanalysisfollows the two
steps describedin section III, first comparingextremereturnsin stock andbondmarketsandthendetailingnational
cross-assetlinkages,cross-borderlinkageswithinthe same
asset class, and finally cross-bordercross-asset linkages.
Conclusions are drawn in section VI. Four appendices
provide details about the derivationof a test statisticfor
extreme dependence,the small-samplepropertiesof the
tests used in the main body of the paper,the small-sample
propertiesof our extreme linkage measure,and the data
employed.
II. ExtremeLinkages:ProbabilityTheory
Suppose one is interestedin measuringthe expected
numberof marketcrashes given that at least one market
crashes (or booms, as in the flight-to-qualitycase). This
measurereflectshow many marketsare on averagedrawn
down when one marketcrashes.Considerthe case of two
marketswith randomreturnsX and Y. Let x andy be the
quantiles(or thresholds)abovewhichwe speakof a market
boom or crash(in case of a loss). To studymarketcrashes
we adoptthe conventionof takingthe negativeof a return,
so thatwe can studyall extremeeventsin the firstquadrant.
Let Kstandfor the numberof marketswith extremereturns.
Ourextremelinkageindicatoris the conditionalexpectation
E[KIK ' 1]. Fromelementaryprobabilitytheory(starting
from the standarddefinitionof conditionalprobability)we
have that
P{X > x, Y y} + P{X ' x, Y > y}
+ 2P{X > x, Y > y}
P{X> x orY>y}
=E[K|K->'1]=

P{X > x} + P{Y > y}
P{X > x or Y > y}

(1)

with P{X > x or Y > y} = 1 -P{X < x, Y - y}. Notice
also that E[KIK - 1] = P{K = 21K > 1} + 1, so that an

of ourextremelinkageindicatoris
alternativeinterpretation
in terms of (1 plus) the conditionalprobabilitythat both
marketscrash given that at least one marketcrashes.For
higherdimensionsthantwo E[K K > 1] is still equalto the
ratioof the sumof the marginalexcess probabilitiesdivided
by the joint failureprobability.The measureP { K = 21K >
1 } is howevernot as easily extendedto higherdimensions.
The questionis how E[KIK > 1] can be calculatedin
practice.Withinthe frameworkof the multivariatenormal
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distributionthis wouldbe a trivialexercise,becauseonly the
firsttwo momentshave to be estimated.In the introduction
we argued,however,thatthe frameworkof the multivariate
normaland the associatedcorrelationstructuremay not be
suitablefor analyzingextremelinkagesbetweenasset markets. To be able to breakaway from specific distributional
assumptions,we investigateE[KIK> 1] when the conditioning quantilesx and y become very large. To this end,
definethe upperquantilefunctionsfor the returnsX and Y
respectivelyas
Ql(tu) = (1 - Fl)-(tu),

FIGURE 1.-UNIT

315

CONTOUR LINEs OF THE BIVARIATE GUMBEL

DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

(2)

Q2(tv) = (1 - F2)-l(t),
U

for some small but positive values u, v and a scaling
parameter t. Choose u, v, and t such that tu and tv are

as excess probabilities.
smallerthan 1 andthusinterpretable
Moreover, set Ql(tu) = x and Q2(tv) = y, which are the

originalcrashlevels fromequation(1) thatwe areinterested
in. In otherwords, we have invertedthe cdf so as to work
out the asymptoticequivalentof our linkage measurein
terms of the (small) probabilitiesof having very extreme
returns.This will prove convenientbelow for bringingout
some nice propertiesof the measure.
Upon substitutingthe abovequantilefunctionsinto equation (1), one obtainsthe followingasymptoticequivalentfor
that equation:
lim E[KIK - 1]
t--).+O

t-lP{X > Ql(tu)} + t-IP{Y > Q2(tv)}
t*+O

t- [1 - P{X < Ql(tu), Y < Q2(tv)}]

u + v

l(u, v)'

The result of letting t converge to 0 is that the excess
probabilitiestu, tv also tend to 0, and hence the quantiles
becomeverylarge.Thusequation(3) says thatveryfarfrom
the origin our linkage indicatoris asymptoticallyequal to
the sum of the marginalprobabilitiesdivided by a limit
function l(u, v). The function l(u, v) in the denominator in
equation (3) is the so-called stable tail dependence function

Note: The variableson the axes are interpretableas asymptoticexcess probabilities;see equation (6).
The linear homogeneity of l(u, v) implies that a single unit contour line l(u, v) = 1 visually
characterizesthe tail dependencestructurefor each value of the dependenceparameterd. The solid line
correspondswith full asymptoticindependence,whereas the dashed lines reflect increasingdependence
in the tails.

Equalityholds on the left-handside if X and Y are completely dependentin the tail area, whereasit holds on the
right-handside if X and Y are independentin the tail area.
Note thatindependencemeans thatfor all Ql and Q2
P{X <

Q,, Y < Q2} = P{X < Q1}P{Y < Q2},

(5)

whereastail independenceonly requiresthis factorizationto
hold asymptotically.Thus it may well be that nonextreme
return pairs are dependent although their extremes are
asymptoticallyindependent.The bivariatenormaldistribution with p E (- 1, 1) and p : 0 constitutessucha case, for
example.
The linearhomogeneityof l(u, v) impliesthatall contour
lines exhibit the same shape toward the origin. Thus it
suffices to plot the unit contourline in orderto get a full
of dependencein the bivariatetail.
graphicalrepresentation
Moreover,the combinedpropertiesof l(u, v) imply thatthe
unit contourline is concavetowardthe origin,endingat (1,
0) and (0, 1) and being fully contained in the uniform
rectangular.For illustrativepurposesconsiderthe bivariate
cdf
F(x, y) = exp[-(x-1(1-d)

+

y-l/(-d))l-d],

x, yE[0, oo),
0-d<l,
(STDF) and was introducedby Huang(1992). Multivariate
extremevalue theorydeals with existenceconditions,prop- with
marginalFrechetdistributions(see, for example,Gumerties,andestimatorsfor this function;see Huang(1992) or bel, 1958). Upon taking the limit in the denominatorof
de Haan and de Ronde (1998).5 The curvatureof l(u, v)
equation(3), the STDF of this distributionboils down to
completelydeterminesthe dependencestructurebetweenX
and Y in the tail area. Basic propertiesof l(u, v) are its
l(u, v) = (ul(l-d) + vl(l-d))-d.
linearhomogeneityand the inequality
The dependenceparameterd determinesthe degree of tail
max(u, v) l(u, v) u + v.
(4) dependencebetweenX and Y. Figure 1 plots unit contour
lines (the asymptoticmarginalprobabilitieson the axes are
5 The limit function exists if the
normalized
to u, v E [0, 1]) for this pair of random
joint extremal returns from X and Y lie
in the domain of attraction of a multivariate extreme-value distribution.
variablesfor differentvalues of d. The lower bound of
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asymptoticindependenceis hit when d = 0, and the unit
contourline coincides with the uniformrectangular(complete asymptoticdependence)when d approaches1.
The STDF relates marginaland joint probabilitiesas
follows. Firstdefine the excess probabilitiespi = P{X >
x}, P2 = P{Y > y},andp12 = 1 - P{X < x, Y y},
for ease of reference.Exploitingthe homogeneityproperty,
one can easily show thatthe bivariateexcess probability 12
and the marginalprobabilitiespi andP2 are relatedvia the
STDF.For sufficientlysmall t > 0,
I(u, v)

t-l[1 - P{X - Ql(tu), Y ' Q2(tv)}].

(6)

1 - F(qx)

lim x- =
1 F(q)
-im1->0

a,

x>0,

(10)

Fromthis propertyit directlyfollows thatsuchdistributions
(forexample,the Studentt) haveboundedmomentsonly up
to ca, where cx is known as the tail index. In contrast,
distributionswith exponentiallydecayingtails or with finite
endpointshave all momentsbounded.
Univariateexcess probabilitiesfor fat-tailedmarginals
can be estimatedby using the semiparametricprobability
estimatorfrom de Haanet al. (1994):
m

Choose tu = pi and tv = P2, so that l(u, v) = I(t-pi,

Xn-m,n)

(11)

t-lp2). Use the linearhomogeneityof the STDF to write
tl(t-lpl,

a >0.

t-lp2) = l(pi, P2). Hence, for small values of pi

andP2, approximately,

where the tail cutoffpoint Xn-m,n is the (n - m)h ascending

orderstatistic(or, loosely speaking,the mthsmallestreturn)
(7) froma sampleof size n suchthatlim[l/m(n)] = 0 butm =
l(pl, P2) ' P12.
o(n), and where the extreme(probabilityquantile)combiThusthejoint probabilityP12 only dependson the marginal nation( pq, q) is such that q > Xn-m,n 6 An importantaspect
probabilitiespi and P2 and the dependence function 1( , ). of the estimatorpq is that it can extend the empirical
The linkagemeasurecan thus be expressedas
distributionfunctionoutside the domainof the sampleby
meansof its asymptoticParetotail fromequation(10). The
+ P2
estimator(11) is conditionalupon the tail index ao.We
+P2
PI
P1
>
(8) estimatethe tail index by meansof the
E[KIK
popularHill (1975)
=P12
(p , P2)
estimator:
Assume for example that pi = P2 = p. Then, approxi-

mately,

=

"/=-

E[KK1]

2p
I(p, p)

2
l(, 1)

ni

m j=o

(Xnn n
ln(-)-j,n
In

(12)

n-m,n

(9)

If bothreturnsarecompletelydependentin the tails, thatis,

- 1] w 2 and the markets
1(1, 1) = max(l, 1), then E[KIK

cocrashwith certainty.But withoutextremecomovements
in the two markets,E[KIK - 1] - 1, because1(1, 1) = 2.
III. ExtremeLinkages:Estimation

m-1
-

as in equawherem has the same value and interpretation
tion (11) and & = l/y standsfor the estimatedtail index.
Furtherdetails are providedin Jansenand de Vries (1991)
and the recentmonographby Embrechts,Kliippelberg,and
Mikosch(1997).
The estimationof the bivariate excess probabilityP12
either requiresadoptinga specific functionalform for the
STDF, as in Longin and Solnik (2001), or proceeding
Because there does not exist a unique
semiparametrically.
for the STDF,we pursuea semiparametric
parametrization
estimationmethodbasedon the highestorderstatistics.Let

The conditionalexpectation(1) is estimatedby a two-step
estimationprocedure.In the first step one estimates the
marginalextreme quantile cum probabilitycombinations =
= 0, but k =
(P1, P2). In the second step one imputesthese univariate t kin in equation (6), such that lim[l/k(n)]
k
nuisance
parameter correspondsto
probabilityestimatesinto an estimatorfor the tail depen- o(n). (The role of the
estimation
m
in
the
univariate
step.) Because the
dence function 1( ?, ? ) in order to obtain an estimator for that of
from the uniare
available
estimates
P12.The estimationprocedurethereforeessentiallyexploits marginalprobability
we
can
also
variatestep,
replace(u, v) by (p1, P2):
equation(7).
Univariateexcess probabilityestimationuses the stylized
fact that asset return distributionsexhibit heavy tails.
or Y Q2
(13)
/(P, p2) = lim k
k P' X ,
n ))
n
Loosely speaking,this impliesthatthe excess probabilityas
I
n---.-oo
a function of the correspondingquantilecan be approximatelydescribedby a powerlaw. The definingcharacteris- 6 In financial risk managementthe scaling parameterq is usually
tic of these distributionsis the propertyof regularvariation referredto as the "valueat risk (VaR),"andit is oftenused in a reversed
fashion:whatis the VaRqp for a given probabilityp?
at infinity,
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In orderto turnthis expressioninto an estimatorfor 1( , ?), respectiveasymptoticmean squarederrors(MSEs).9Conwe replaceP{ }, Ql('), and Q2() by theirempiricalcoun- sequently,minimizingthe sample MSE is the appropriate
selectioncriterion.In small samplesbest practiceis to plot
terparts,so that approximately
the estimatorsas a functionof the threshold,that is, ^ =
'y(m)andt = [(k), andto select m andk in the regionover
kn
or Y> Yn-[k2,n}
which the estimatorstend to be constant.10
(1, P2)
l{Xi >
Xn-[klJ],n
i=1

(14)

where1 denotesthe indicatorfunctionandwhere [x] is the
- [x] < x + 1. So,
loosely speaking,
integersatisfyingx
the estimatorof I boils down to counting the instantsat
which one or both of the marketsexperiencean extreme
returnwithin a given sampleperiod.
Becausethe marginalprobabilityargumentsof the STDF
are typicallysmallerthanthe reciprocalof the samplesize
n, the empiricalprobabilitymeasure(14) is not operational.
However, one can increase the number of excesses by
scaling up the marginalprobabilitiesin equation(14) by a
factorX > 1 andexploitingthe linearhomogeneityproperty
(ipl,

P2)

h-1/(Xi,

)p2).7 Huang (1992) proposed to

IV. ExtremeLinkages:HypothesisTesting
The asymptoticnormalityof the estimatorsenablessome
straightforward
hypothesistesting.Hall (1982) showed for

min -> 0 as m, n -> oo that the statistic \/m[y'(m)/ly - 1]

is asymptoticallystandardnormallydistributed.A test for
the equalityof tail indices can thusbe basedon the following T-statistic:
T

'l(ml)

a[yIl (ml)

-

-Y2(m2)

-

y2(m2)]'

(17)

which convergesto a standardnormaldistributionin large
samples.The denominator'sstandarddeviationis calculated
as the standarddeviation of the bootstrappeddifference

transformthe marginalprobabilitypair (P1, P2) to polar
coordinates(r cos 4, Psin 4) suchthatX = 1/P.8The polar /1 -/2 (we chose the number of bootstraps equal to 600).
coordinaterepresentationof the empiricalmeasure(14) is Small-samplepropertiesof tail index estimatorsare studied
in (for example)Dekkersand de Haan(1989).
Huang(1992) has proventhe asymptoticnormalityof the
Pl2 r(cos 4>,sin $)
estimator (15) for kln -> 0 as k, n -> oo. We use this to
(15) comparethe amountof extremedependenceacrossdifferent
1
returnquadrants.For a pairof stock and bond markets,we
=
Y n-[k sin],n)
1(Xi > Xn-[k cos<],nor
k r
>
can test whethera cocrash(for example,throughcontagion)
i=1
is more likely thanflight to qualityfrom stocks into bonds
This estimator evaluates I on the unit circle, which is or vice versa by calculatingthe following Z-statistic:
convenientin thatit is basedon a largerset of observations
than equation(14). Notice that this procedureof counting
C(kl)Q(k2)
(18)
Z =
coexceedancesis easily applicablein higherdimensions.An
o[tco(kl) - IFTQ(k2)]
estimatorfor the expectednumberof simultaneouscrashes
E[KIK 1] directlyfollows if one replacespi, P2, andP12 which has a standardnormaldistributionin large samples.
in equation(8) by their respectiveestimatorsin equations The denominator'sstandarddeviationis calculatedas the
(11), (12), and (15):
standarddeviationof the bootstrappeddifferencetco - 'FTQ
(againwith the numberof bootstrapsset equalto 600).11In
cos 4 + sin 4
A, ^
(18) the subscriptsCO and FTQ on the STDF
(16) equation
E[KIK 1]
sin $)
(
estimates refer to stock cum bond marketcocrashes and
stock marketcrashes cum bond marketbooms (flight to
The entire estimationprocedurethus depends on three quality),respectively.
estimators(11), (12), and (15) that are easy to calculate.
It is also of interestto pretestfor the presenceof asympConditionalon the properchoice of the nuisanceparameters totic dependence in specific market pairs. Peng (1999)
m and k, the three estimatorsare asymptoticallynormally
distributed.Goldie and Smith (1987) and Huang (1992) 9 If the value chosen for m or k is too small, then the respective estimate
propose to pick m and k in a range that minimizes the is inefficient, because not enough observations are used. If it is too large,
7
Appendix C provides a discussion of the approximate character of
linear homogeneity in finite samples. More specifically, it is shown that
the finite-sample character of the estimator Ztogether with the inward shift
of the quantiles on assuming homogeneity creates an upward bias in the
extreme linkage estimates for E. This bias may be empirically relevant in
small samples.
8 Consistent estimators for the
angle and radius are provided by 4 =
arctan(p2/P1) and i = /p2 + fP2,respectively.

then one incurs a bias, because the interior of the distribution is measured
rather than the tails. For a given sample there exists an intermediate range
of values for which bias squared and variance vanish at the same rate, but
outside this range one of the two parts dominates and the asymptotic MSE
is higher.
10Plots are available from the authors upon request. See, for example,
Embrechts et al. (1997) and de Haan and de Ronde (1998) for this
widespread practice in small samples.
11The tail dependence function is evaluated at (1, 1)
along the 45-degree
line for convenience.
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proposes a testing procedure that starts from a general
second-order expansion for l(u, v) in finite samples:

independent but exhibit nonzero correlation, and bivariate
Pareto data that exhibit asymptotic dependence. It transpires
that for the sample sizes we are working with and at the
l(u, v) = u + v - c(u, v)t'l-'[1 + O(t")],
typical correlation level in our data, the estimates of the
(19) linkage measure provide a conservative upper bound for
lE (0, 1], P>90.
extreme market spillovers. Moreover, the bias seems more
The value of the tail dependence coefficient Tqgoverns severe if the data are asymptotically independent. The
whether extremal returns are asymptotically dependent or simulations also show that with a data set 10 times larger
not. The function c(u, v) is a concavity term that is retained than the currentone, the bias disappears almost completely.
To conclude, from both the power and the size study of
far into the bivariate tail (t -> 0) only if the exponent q =
the
W-test and from the performance of the linkage measure
1, indicating asymptotic dependence. If the joint distribution
in
small
samples we infer that the results for the true data
is asymptotically independent, then 9l < 1. For example, in
I
case of independence, v = and c(u, v) = uv, so that l(u, reported below provide an upper bound on the amount of
extreme linkage between different financial markets. As we
v) % u + v - uvt [and hence as t -> 0, l(u, v) = u +
v asymptotically]. A heuristic derivation of an estimator q will argue below, the upper bound interpretationwill make
for the tail dependence coefficient is provided in appendix some of our results even stronger.
A. This estimator enables one to test the Ho : l = 1
V. Extreme Linkages: Results for G-5 Countries
(asymptotic dependence) against the H1: 'q< 1 (asymptotic
independence) by means of the statistic
In this section we evaluate the extent of extreme comovements within and between stock and bond markets.The data
q -1
W=
(20) consist of 663 (nonoverlapping)weekly stock and government
),
bond returnsfor the G-5 marketindices over the period 1987
to 1999. A detaileddescriptionof the data is given in appendix
which is asymptotically normally distributed under Ho. The
D. We start with the univariate stock and bond market exasymptotic standarderrora(') can be expressed in terms of
first indications for their joint occurrence.
the limiting dependence function and its partial derivatives tremes, eyeballing
Then we turn to the systematic application of our extreme
(see Peng, 1999).
measureand the tests of extreme dependencepatterns.
Because only a fraction of our original data set enters the linkage
estimators and test statistics for extreme dependence patA. ExtremeReturns in Stock and Bond Markets
terns, we investigated the small-sample properties of the
tools developed. In appendix B we describe Monte Carlo
In the univariate step, we report tail index and quantilesimulations to discuss the small-sample behavior of both the probability estimates on the basis of equations (12) and (11).
Z-statistic and the W-statistic. The results show that the Table 1 contains information on the magnitude and timing
left-tail critical values for Z lie reasonably close to their of the most extreme in-sample events for stocks (panel A)
limiting values, whereas we find some evidence for size and bonds (panel B). The table also gives the estimates of
distortions in W. However, if one uses the small-sample the tail index ac and the accompanying tail probabilities
critical values instead of their asymptotically normal coun- conditioned on different quantile levels. Within both panels
terparts, the empirical section's test results for asymptotic we furtherdistinguish between the upper and the lower tails
dependence hardly change. As for the small sample power of the univariate return distributions in order to take into
of W, it might be low if X is close to 1 under the alternative account possible asymmetries.13
hypothesis of asymptotic independence.12Hefferan (2001),
From the table we see that extreme losses are generally
however, shows that a majority of parametric models with much higher for stock indices than for government bond
asymptotically independent tails exhibit a tail dependence indices. Moreover the historical extremes point toward
parameterT equal to 2, making the local alternatives prob- asymmetries in stock index returns: the (absolute) extreme
lem relatively unlikely to occur.
loss returns consistently exceed the maximum positive reRegardless whether the data are asymptotically indepen- turns.14When comparing the entries for stock and bond
dent or not, in the end we are interested in the accuracy of
the linkage measure E[KIK - 1] evaluated for large but
13 For reasons of
space the nuisance parameters m on which the Hill
finite crash levels. Appendix C contains both analytical estimator and the tail probability estimates are conditioned are omitted
results and Monte Carlo evidence on the small-sample bias from the table. The values, which varied between 10 and 50, are available
from Table 1 of the underlying working paper (Hartmann, Straetmans, &
in the linkage estimator.We report simulation results on this de Vries, 2001).
14 On
bias for three data-generating processes: independent norFriday, October 16, 1987 the UK stock market remained closed
mal data, bivariate normal data that are asymptotically due to a hurricane. Therefore, the weekly return in the UK for the period
not from
to
around Black
is calculated from
12
For example, take the case of the bivariate normal with correlation
coefficient p. In this case rl = (1 + p)/2, p E (-1, 1).

Thursday Friday,
Monday
Friday to Friday. As a result the figure of a 25% fall (much higher than for
the four other countries) might somewhat overstate the London crash in
relative terms.
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ESTIMATES
FORWEEKLYG-5 ASSET RETURNS(1987-1999)
TAILPROBABILITY
TABLE1.-MINIMA, MAXIMA,TAILINDEX,AND UNIVARIATE

A. Stocks
Left Tail

Right Tail
PIX < -q)

PIX > q)

Country

Min (%)

&

-15%

-20%

GE

-13.81
(10/2/98)
-11.12
(10/23/87)
-24.83
(10/23/87)
-13.60
(10/23/87)
-13.32
(10/23/87)

3.32

0.05013

0.01926

3.24

0.03320

3.76

0.01129

2.33

0.05009

3.07

0.05337

FR
UK
US
JP

max (%)

11.57
(10/16/98)
0.01308
9.61
(10/16/98)
0.00382
8.19
(9/18/92)
0.02559
7.25
(10/16/98)
0.02209
11.18
(8/21/92)
B. Bonds

&

15%

20%

4.68

0.00591

0.00153

5.68

0.00202

0.00039

4.54

0.00340

0.00090

5.56

0.00086

0.00017

4.61

0.01495

0.00397

Left Tail

Right Tail
P{X < -q}

P{X > q)

Country

Min (%)

&

-6%

-8%

max (%)

GE

-6.61
(12/30/94)
-5.14
(10/28/94)
-6.35
(10/9/98)
-5.41
(5/15/87)
-5.08
(12/25/98)

5.39

0.06564

0.01393

6.01

0.03202

0.00568

3.91

0.03412

0.01109

3.45

0.08996

0.03301

4.58

0.03497

0.00936

3.77
(1/9/98)
5.21
(10/23/87)
4.81
(4/10/92)
9.77
(10/23/87)
4.30
(11/6/87)

FR
UK
US
JP

&

6%

8%

5.57

0.00749

0.00151

5.58

0.00568

0.00114

4.46

0.02771

0.00767

3.72

0.04323

0.01480

2.84

0.05164

0.02277

Note: & is the reciprocalof the Hill estimatorin equation(12). MarginalprobabilitiesP are conditionedon extreme stock and bond marketreturnquantilesnearthe historicalsample boundariesand are calculated
using equation (11). Weekly prices were sampled on Fridays.

markets,the timing of the extremeevents, as recordedin markets(andperhapsalso the Japaneserallytwo weekslater)
effect from stocks into
parentheses,suggests the presenceof cocrashesand flight- are suggestiveof a flight-to-quality
of
effects
market
turbulence.
bonds.
Indeed, government
to-quality
duringperiods
all stock marketscovered, except for Germany's,reached We turnto the remainingcolumnsin table 1. The left-tail
historically low returnsin the week of Black Monday. As an index estimatesare highestfor the bond returns,indicating
aside,the tablealso showsthatthreestockmarkets(FR,GE, thinnerlowertails thanfor the stocks.This reflectsthe more
US) exhibitedparallelrecordgains as a consequenceof a limited downside risk of government-bondinvestments.
majorreboundin midOctober1998followingtheRussianand Moreover,and in contrastto the bond series, the point
LTCMcrises,andtwo stockmarkets(JP,UK) exhibitedcom- estimates& for the left tail of the stock index series are
parablerecordgains aroundthe September1992 European lower than their right-tailcounterparts.This is consistent
currencycrisis.15The casualextremelinkageevidenceis less with the observedasymmetrybetween the minimumand
clearfor the bondmarkets.For example,none of the largest maximumstock returnsreportedin the left partof the table
bond index correctionsoccurredduringthe February-to-Juneand also squareswell with the resultsreportedby Longin
1994fixed-incomemarketturmoil,andonly the UnitedKing- and Solnik (2001). Using the T-test as definedin equation
domexperienceda recordslumpin theaftermath
of theLTCM (17), we formallytested for equalityof tail indices across
crisis.The October1987 ralliesin the Frenchand U.S. bond lower and uppertails and across assets. It turnedout that
only in the Frenchand U.S. stock marketsare the larger
15The October1998 stockmarketralliesoccurredin an environmentof sizes of left tails
statisticallysignificantin our sample.And
high uncertaintyand volatility in internationalfinancialmarkets.They again, only for Franceis the left stock markettail signifiseem to be directlyrelatedto the U.S. Fed'semergencyinterestratecut on
October15. On thatday the FederalOpenMarketCommitteedecidedto cantly thickerthan the left bond markettail. In almost all
reduceboth the Fed funds targetrate and the discountrate by 25 basis other cases the null hypothesisof equal tail indices could
points(see FederalReserveBoard,1998a).Thisactionsurprisedmarkets, not be rejected.16
becauseit happenedby meansof an FOMCtelephoneconferencebetween
The economic issue of interest, both for the general
the scheduledmeetingsof September29 and November17 (see Federal
ReserveBoard,1998b,conferencecall). Threeweeks before,the Federal assessmentof financialmarketstability and for financial
ReserveBankof New Yorkhadcoordinateda private-sector
bailoutof the institutions' risk
management,is the likelihood of the
Long-TermCapital Managementhedge fund (see Greenspan,1998).
Duringthe sameperiodexchangeratesalso experiencedhistoricaljumps,
notablyin the formof an unprecedented
yen appreciation(see Hartmann, 16 Furtherdetailson test resultsare reportedin the underlyingworking
Straetmans,& de Vries,2003, table 1).
paper(Hartmannet al., 2001, appendix1) and are availableon request.
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TABLE2.-CROSS-BORDER EXTREMELINKAGESWITHINSTOCKAND BOND MARKETS(1987-1999)

Stocks

Bonds
E

Pair

W

p

GE-FR
GE-UK
GE-US
GE-JP
FR-UK
FR-US
FR-JP
UK-US
UK-JP
US-JP

0.601
-0.457
-1.206
-0.437
-1.131
-1.156
-1.159
-1.404
- 1.370
-0.888

0.686
0.575
0.470
0.314
0.589
0.497
0.322
0.546
0.361
0.328

E

-15%

-20%

1.283
1.149
1.140
1.205
1.220
1.175
1.148
1.135
1.071
1.104

1.263
1.130
1.148
1.216
1.208
1.201
1.142
1.079
1.057
1.119

W
-0.251
-0.859
-0.466
-1.307
-0.758
-1.059
-0.691
-0.512
-1.340
-0.876

p

-6%

-8%

0.600
0.438
0.291
0.198
0.491
0.363
0.129
0.425
0.184
0.164

1.194
1.124
1.075
1.041
1.071
1.077
1.030
1.075
1.094
1.079

1.164
1.109
1.090
1.051
1.085
1.049
1.023
1.100
1.104
1.079

Note: W refers to Peng's asymptoticdependencetest in equation(20). The extreme linkage measureE is conditioned on extreme quantilesnear the historical sample boundariesand is estimatedusing equation
(16). Unconditioned(full-sample) correlationestimates are reportedfor comparison.

extremereturnsas reflectedby the tail probabilities.The
reportedprobabilitiesare expressed over a yearly time
horizon by multiplyingthe weekly probabilityestimates
from equation(11) by a factor of 52. First, note that the
excess probabilitiesare conditionedon differentquantiles
for stocks and bonds with an eye toward the historical
minimaand maximadisplayedin table 1. One reasonwhy
conditioningcrashlevels aredeliberatelychosento be in the
vicinityof the historicalextremesis to get a feeling for the
probabilityof worst-caselosses over a longerperiodof time
such as a year in our case. Anotherreason,perhapseven
moreimportantfor policymakers,is thattherecan be little
doubtthatsuchextremesconstituteseveresecuritiesmarket
crisis situations.
An interpretationof the loss levels in the table is as
follows. For example,the entry0.02559 for the left tail of
the U.S. stock index implies that a 20% weekly crash on
averagehappensonce per 1/0.02559 - 39 years (a 15%
decline, a figurecloser to the one for the week of the 1987
stock marketcrash,would happenapproximatelyevery 20
years).In U.S. governmentbond marketsa weekly decline
of 8%is expectedto occurapproximatelyonce per 30 years
(anda 6%decline-close to the historicalnegativeextreme
in table 1-once every 11 years). In other words, such
crashesarerareevents,but not so uncommonas one might
believe. Compare these estimates with a normaldistribution-based
estimate,which predictsweekly crashes
in U.S. commonstockof 20%or moreto happenonly once
per 31.5 x 1020years!
B. ExtremeComovementsWithinand Between Stock and
Bond Markets

In the bivariatestep we first look separatelyat extreme
linkagesbetweenG-5 stockmarketsandbetweenG-5 bond
markets(table 2); then we considerdomesticand international cross-asset market linkages (table 3). Both tables
containthe W-preteston asymptoticdependence[equation
(20)], the correlationcoefficientp, andthe estimatedlinkage
measure[equation(16)]. The linkage estimatesare conditionedon the sameextremestock andbondreturnquantiles

as in table 1 (see the discussion of their levels in the
previoussection).Displayingtwo crashlevels for each asset
class will allow for some sensitivity analysis. Also, the
quantilepairs on which the linkage estimates are conditionedin tables2 and3 arechosenso thatthe corresponding
univariateexcess probabilities(table 1) are of similarorder
of magnitudeand equation(9) approximatelyapplies.
Table2 reportsestimationand testingresultson extreme
linkageswithinthe same asset class (acrossborders).First,
the W-testneverrejectsthe null of asymptoticdependence
at the 5% significancelevel for either of the two asset
categories.AppendixB suggestssome cautionwhentesting
asymptoticdependencein small samples, particularlyregarding the use of asymptotic (normal) critical values.
However,when using the small-samplecritical values for
the W-testin table2 (andalso in table3 below), hardlyany
of the test results change. Second, the extreme linkage
estimates are only marginallyaltered when shifting the
conditioningquantilesfurtheroutward.Also, with the exception of the continentalEuropeancountrypair GE-FR,
which exhibitsthe most highly interlinkedstock and bond
markets,no clear geographicalpatternsof crisis linkages
can be discerned.Most strikingly,however,and regardless
of the conditioningquantile pairs, extreme cross-border
linkagesat the lower tail are strongerwithinstock markets
than within bond markets.For example, for the pair consistingof Germany(GE)andthe UnitedStates(US), only 1
out of 6 (z1/0.148) stock crashes is expected to be a 20%
cocrash. However, only 1 out of 13 ( 1/0.075) bond

crashesin the UnitedStatesor Germanyis expectedto be a
6% cocrash.
To illustratethis in yet anotherway, we plot estimated
contourlines for stock and bond tail dependencebetween
Germanyand Japanin figure 2 (the figure illustratesan
empiricalsemiparametricapplicationof the STDF introducedin sectionII, whereasfigure 1 provideda theoretical
As a benchillustrationfor a given parametricdistribution).
markfor comparisonthe linearcontourline corresponding
to asymptoticindependenceis also enteredin the figure.The
estimatedcontourlines reveal a degree of limiting depen-
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FIGURE2.-ESTIMATED UNIT CONTOURLINES FOR STOCK
AND BOND PAIRS (GERMANY,JAPAN)

u
Note: The estimator(14) is used to estimate unit contourlines (the dotted and dashed lines) by letting
the angle 4)vary over the first quadrant.The dashed and dotted lines representthe limiting dependence
structuresfor the German-Japanesepair of stock marketsand the German-Japanesepairof bond markets,
respectively. The solid straight line corresponds with asymptotic independence and is included for
comparison.

dence that is clearlyhigherfor stock marketpairsthanfor
bondmarketpairs.Thebondmarketcontourlies close to the
asymptoticindependencebenchmarkcase but is still significantly nonlinear(cf. the results in table 2 on significant
asymptoticdependencebetween pairs of bond marketreturns).Note thatthe greaterpropensityof stock marketsto
extremecomovementsthan that of governmentbond markets is not an artifactcreatedby the choice of conditioning
quantiles,for the stockmarketquantilesarenot less extreme
comparedto historical stock marketexperience than the
bond marketquantilescomparedto bond marketexperience.
One may be temptedto interpretthe potentialfor stock
andbondcocrashesin Table2 as small.However,compared
to the unconditionalunivariateprobabilityof experiencinga
crashin a specific market(table 1), the (conditional)probability of having a crashin this marketgiven that there is
already one in anothermarket is markedlyhigher. This
illustratesthe relevance of phenomenalike contagion or
joint crises as a consequenceof a commonshock. In other
words, althoughsevere securitiesmarketcrises seem to be
fairly rareevents if one predictsthem withoutusing price
informationfrom other markets,it is not that unlikely for
crashesto occurjointly once one marketis hit by a crisis.
Nevertheless,the spillover probabilitiesestimateddo not
appearvery high in absolutetermseither,rarelyexceeding
20%.This meansthatwhereascontagionor joint securities
marketcrashesareof practicallikelihood,they do not seem
to be prevalentamongthe G-5 countries.This pointmay be
furtherstrengthenedby noting the potentialfor an upward
bias in the linkageestimatorfor small samples(see section
IV and appendixC).
Finally, we also included full-samplecorrelationsas a
traditionallinkage measurein table 2. One might easily
interpretthese as suggestingeven higherlinkages,but that
is ratherillusory.Supposeone appliedthe bivariatenormal
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distributionto assess the extreme stock-stock and bondbond marketlinkages, say, between Franceand Germany,
the two most financiallyinterlinkedeconomies in table 2
(using the samplevariancesand correlations,with only the
latter shown in the table). One would find that codependence is absentfor stock marketsin both countriesat the
20% level. In fact, we only find codependencefor crash
magnitudesof 15%or lower (1 out of 228 stock crashesis
thenexpectedto be a cocrash).As for bonds,an 8%crashis
expectedto spreadin only 1 out of 1,667 cases. Hence, the
multivariatenormalmassivelyunderratesextremefinancial
marketlinkages.17
Table3 containsestimationandtestingresultson extreme
linkages across asset classes, allowing for comparisonsof
stock-bondcocrashprobabilitieswith the flight-to-quality
phenomenon(the probabilitythat a bond marketbooms,
given that a stock marketcrashes). The table is further
divided in two panels. The upperone (panelA) gives the
resultsfor stock-bondmarketlinkageswithina specificG-5
country,and the lower one (panel B) details international
stock-bondmarketlinkagesbetween the G-5 countries.In
the lower panel we adopt the convention that the first
country mentioned has the stock market crash and the
secondcountrythe bondmarketcrashor boom.This allows
us to treatthe countrypairs in panel B asymmetricallyin
terms of conditioning.This refinementenables us to look
below at a new phenomenon,namely safe-havenbehavior
by investors.
The two left-sidecolumnsshow resultsfor the W-testof
asymptoticdependencein the lower tails (Wco) and between the lower and the uppertails (WFrQ)using equation
(20). The pretest statistics do not indicate a rejectionof
asymptoticdependencefor most asset marketpairs. Only
for the GE-FRpairin row 6 is the hypothesisof asymptotic
cocrashes between Germanstocks and French bonds rejected at the 5% level (but not for French stocks and
Germanbonds,as shownin the row below). In otherwords,
for most pairsof G-5 countriesour datadisplaystatistically
significantinterdependence
amongfinancialmarketsduring
periods of crisis.

Given thatthereis asymptoticdependenceboth between
the losses on stocksandbondsandbetweenstocklosses and
gains in the bond markets,it is of some interestto test for
the equalityof the two effectsusingtheZ-testfromequation
(18) in column3.18The test shows thatcocrashesdominate
flightto qualityin only 2 out of 25 cases (in bothcases at the
1% significance level; see the two asterisks in the Z
17Due to the riskof biasedcorrelation
coefficientswhenconditioningon
differentrangesof the returndistribution'ssupport(Boyer et al., 1997;
Forbes& Rigobon,2002) and due to the extremequantilesneeded for
calculatingour conditionallinkageindicator,we reportthe regularcorrelationcoefficientfor the whole distributionratherthanconditionalcorrelationsin tables2 and3. All probabilitiesdisplayedin the text arederived
frombivariatenormalsusing these unconditionalcorrelations.
18The Z-test value for the GE-FRpairis omittedfromtable3, because
its limit distributionis degenerateunderasymptoticindependence.
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TABLE3.-DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
EXTREMESTOCK-BONDLINKAGES:COCRASHES
VERSUSFLIGHTTO QUALITY(1987-1999)

A. Domestic
Test Statistics

Linkage Estimates
Eco

Country
GE
FR
UK
US
JP

Wco
-0.881
-0.906
-0.740
-0.658
-0.719

WFTQ
-0.265
-0.974
-0.463
-0.906
-1.376

Z
0.311
-1.753
-3.992*
-0.432
0.099

P
0.190
0.248
0.217
0.235
0.051

(-20; -6)
1.034
1.069
1.040
1.030
1.061
B. Cross-Border

Test Statistics

EFTQ
(-20; -8)

(-20; 6)

(-20; 8)

1.027
1.115
1.059
1.052
1.092

1.061
1.050
1.057
1.059
1.036

1.034
1.055
1.073
1.046
1.050

Linkage Estimates
Eco

Pair
GE-FR
FR-GE
GE-UK
UK-GE
GE-US
US-GE
GE-JP
JP-GE
FR-UK
UK-FR
FR-US
US-FR
FR-JP
JP-FR
UK-US
US-UK
UK-JP
JP-UK
US-JP
JP-US

Wco
-2.452*
0.468
-1.271
-0.362
-1.445
-0.490
-0.450
-0.413
-1.107
-1.013
-0.473
-0.795
-0.498
-1.269
-0.681
-0.456
-0.855
-0.706
-0.244
-1.426

WFTQ
-0.681
-0.534
-1.031
-0.437
-0.314
0
-0.416
-0.861
0
-0.269
-1.459
-0.939
-0.891
-1.334
-0.285
-0.721
-0.270
-0.640
-0.744
-0.496

Z
-0.310
0.000
0.810
-0.914
0.600
0.277
0.683
-0.367
-0.874
0.831
0.718
1.000
-0.467
0.663
1.267
0.778
-0.925
0.516
-2.118*

EFrQ

p

(-20; -6)

(-20; -8)

(-20; 6)

(-20; 8)

0.187
0.172
0.079
0.083
0.015
0.122
-0.056
-0.000
0.165
0.102
0.101
0.097
-0.007
0.021
-0.055
0.141
-0.015
0.042
0.068
-0.011

1.114
1.050
1.035
1.022
1.023
1.044
1.045
1.038
1.076
1.049
1.030
1.033
1.055
1.043
1.021
1.024
1.018
1.048
1.088
1.034

1.093
1.039
1.078
1.053
1.035
1.060
1.096
1.014
1.052
1.068
1.080
1.028
1.041
1.038
1.025
1.038
1.016
1.049
1.069
1.050

1.071
1.044
1.087
1.062
1.078
1.056
1.090
1.028
1.065
1.068
1.030
1.028
1.047
1.026
1.058
1.052
1.048
1.041
1.058
1.070

1.057
1.039
1.059
1.052
1.079
1.057
1.068
1.031
1.080
1.051
1.077
1.030
1.083
1.036
1.083
1.052
1.080
1.032
1.080
1.033

Note: The pairs in panel B consist of a stock market(firstcountryin each pair) and a bond market(second countryin each pair), implying that one has to consider two stock-bondpairs for each pairof countries.
Columns 1 and 2 reportthe W-test for the presence of stock-bondcocrashes (thirddata quadrant)or flight to quality (second data quadrant),respectively.The Z-statistic in column 3 reflects whetherthe difference
between stock-bond contagion and flight to quality is statistically significant. * denotes statistical rejections at the 1% significance level. Columns 5-6 and 7-8 contain extremal linkage estimates reflecting the
frequency of stock-bondcocrashes or flight to quality,respectively.The conditioning quantile pairs (expressed in percentages)are chosen in the vicinity of the historical sample boundaries.

column). For all other countries and market pairs the two
effects are not significantly different from each other. On the
other hand, the stock-bond correlations in table 3 are in most
cases positive, which may be read as suggesting that
cocrashes dominate flight-to-quality phenomena. This apparent difference between correlations and our extremeevents approach illustrates that full-sample correlations are
unreliable as indicators for the direction of extreme comovements. One interpretationof these results on extreme
cross-asset linkages (in particular the nonnegligible occurrence of FTQ) is that capital fleeing one market has to go
somewhere else. This puts some bounds on how far contagious financial market crashes can reach.
The remaining columns report estimates of the conditionally expected number of simultaneous crashes in stocks and
bonds (Eco) and for flight to quality from stocks into bonds
(EFTQ).Apart from the now asymmetric conditioning, the
extreme linkage results can be interpreted in the same
manner as in the previous table. For example, for the pair
consisting of France (FR) and the United Kingdom (UK) we

expect that roughly 1 out of 20 ( 1/0.052) stock crashes at
the 20% level in France will coincide with an 8% decline in
U.K. bonds. However, flight to quality from stocks into
government bonds seems more likely for this country pair,
because on average 1 out of 12.5 (s1/0.080) French stock
crashes of 20% are expected to coincide with a U.K. bond
market boom of 8%. For the reverse case (UK-FR) the
figures mean that joint crashes in U.K. stocks and French
bonds are more likely than a U.K. stock crash accompanied
by a flight to quality into French bonds (6.8% > 5.1%). Just
as in the previous table, the estimated extreme market
linkage indicators are only slightly altered upon changing
the conditioning quantile pairs.
In general, however, the expected values for cocrashes
and flight-to-quality phenomena are found to be comparable
in magnitude, that is, EFTQ z Eco, as already suggested
by the Z-tests. Comparing the extreme linkage results in
table 3 with the figures in table 2, we see that the linkage
measures across different assets tend to be lower than
those for linkages across bond markets, so that roughly
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cocrash in approximately one out of five to eight crashes.
This number is lower for bond markets, and tends to be still
less for a cocrash between a stock and a bond market.
Nevertheless, returns of different G-5 securities markets
seem to be statistically dependent during crises. In particular, following up on the upper bound 20% ballpark estimate
for a cocrash between stock markets, given that for the
United States, for example, a crash happens only approximately once every 40 years and considering that bond
market or cross-asset cocrashes tend to happen less frequently, one may conclude that a widespread securities
market meltdown in the main industrialized countries happens much less than once every 200 years. Also, the frequency of such phenomena among G-5 countries is much
higher than what a normal-distribution-based analysis
would one lead to believe. On the other hand, the flight-toquality phenomenon is about as common as the cocrash of
a bond and a stock market, highlighting some limits to the
propagation of financial market crises across asset classes.
And finally, whereas the likelihood that a securities market
crisis reaches a certain breadth is of significant magnitude,
it does not seem large in absolute terms. This point is even
furtherstrengthenedby our finding that in small samples our
linkage measure may have a bias that leads to an overestimation of the probability of extreme financial market spillovers. So, one implication of our analysis is that securities
market contagion (a severe crisis in one market spilling over
to another market) cannot be a prevalent phenomenon
VI. Conclusions
among G-5 countries. Overall, our results seem to be in line
The linkages between asset markets in periods of crisis with some very recent literature arguing for other reasons
are characterized by their asymptotic tail dependence. From that the financial market contagion phenomenon may have
this measure we derive nonparametric estimates for the been overestimated in the earlier literature on financial
expected number of market crashes given that at least one market crises (see, for example, Forbes & Rigobon, 2002).
market crashes. This novel approach does not rely on a This should not lead policymakers into complacency, for the
specific probability law for the returns, and therefore has the next crisis might still be broad and be associated with
distinct advantage over the often used conditional correla- contagion.
tion measure that it cannot distort the view of the extreme
In line with free capital flows and financial integration
spillover likelihood. Thus the approach in this paper by- between G-5 countries, national borders do not seem to
passes the indirect method of computing a correlation and matter very much. From the perspective of domestic finansubsequently inferring the probability of loss, by directly cial stability this might sometimes be regarded as the
downside of such integration, suggesting that the surveilcalculating the economically relevant measure.
A first result for the G-5 countries from the univariate lance of financial market stability cannot stop at national
analysis is that stock market crashes on the order of a 20% borders.
weekly loss and government bond market crashes on the
order of an 8% weekly loss are rare events, but nevertheless
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B1. SMALL-SAMPLE
VALUES
TABLE
CRITICAL
OFTHEW-TEST

APPENDIX B

FORBIVARIATE
PARETO
DRAWS

Small-SampleProperties of Tests

W(o = 5%)

In this appendixwe study the small-samplepropertiesof the Peng
pretest for asymptoticdependence [equation(20)] and of the Z-test
[equation(18)]. A MonteCarlostudyof the size andpowerpropertiesfor
W requireschoosingdata-generating
processesfor simulatingreturnpairs
underHo and Hi. As Ho we choose the bivariateParetodistributionon
[1, oo)x [1, oo),
F(x, y) = 1 + (x + y - 1)-n-x-

-y-

- y-a)[l+yx-y-

],

k = 25

50

75

25

50

75

2
3
4

-0.875
-0.822
-0.770

-1.274
-1.244
-1.204

-1.631
-1.628
-1.600

-0.925
-0.867
-0.818

-1.326
-1.289
-1.250

-1.693
-1.675
-1.645

Note: Critical values are determinedfor Peng's W-test for testing asymptotic dependence.The small
sample df of W is obtainedby 10,000 Monte Carlo replicationsfrom the bivariateParetodf. The critical
values are conditionedon different values of the significance level 0, the tail index a, and the threshold
k of the tail dependence function. The range of k is consistent with the thresholdvalues used in the
empirical application.

TABLE B2.-SMALL-SAMPLE

POWER OF THE W-TEST

Ho(BivariatePareto)

0 < y - 1,

a=2

a(a - 2)
1)2 Y

Like the bivariatePareto, the Gumbel-Paretodistributionhas Paretodistributedmarginals.But unlike the bivariateParetodistribution,it is
asymptoticallyindependent,because the tail dependencecoefficient q
equals 1/2. Similarly,the bivariatenormaldistributionis asymptotically
independent,becauseq = (1 + p)/2. Interestingly,for the normalcase the
tail dependenceparametervarieswith the correlationcoefficient,but a is
constantfor the Gumbel-Pareto
distribution.These distributionfunctions
representa sufficientlyrich dependencestructureto evaluatethe W-test
performance.
In table B1 we reportsmall-samplecritical values for W underHo
(bivariateParetodistributionexhibitingasymptoticdependence)for differentsignificancelevels 0, degreesof tail dependenceao,and threshold
choices k. The values for a and k are chosen in accordancewith the
correlationsobserved in our data and the thresholdsemployed in the
empiricalsection,respectively.
The table suggeststhatone shouldbe carefulusing the normalcritical
values of -1.65 (0 = 5%) and -1.96 (0 = 2.5%)for testingasymptotic
dependencein small samples.Assumingthatthe empiricalfinancialdata
are also bivariate-Pareto-distributed,
we can check whetherthe W-values
fromthe empiricalsectionlie withinthe small-samplerejectionareasfrom
tableB 1. Morespecifically,for each of the seventyasset pairsin tables2
and 3 we selectedthe 0% rejectionareafor values of a and k thatmost
closely resembletheirtruevalues,thatis, the estimatedcorrelationandthe
thresholdchoice for each asset pair.20Despite the tendencyfor lower
criticalvalues shownin tableB 1, we findthatthe empiricalsection'stest
resultsfor asymptoticdependencehardlychange.
Next we investigatethe powerpropertiesof W. The simulationsetup
consists of threesteps:

4

3

p= 0

H1(Normal)
86.94
73.49

60.52

p = 0.25
p = 0.5

61.53
21.62

21.88
1.15

y = 0.5

87.64

67.72

50.95

y = 0.9

86.68

63.1

42.29

with correlationcoefficient

P= (2a0-

W(o = 2.5%)

a

withcorrelationcoefficientp = 1/a (a beingthe tailindex).Note theclose
associationbetweentail dependenceand tail fatnessin this distribution.
Asymptoticallyindependentdataaredrawnfromeithera bivariatenormal
distribution.The latterdistributionis
or a bivariateGumbel-Pareto
G(x, y) = (1 - x-)(1

325

37.59
5.26

H1(Gumbel-P)

Note: The power of the W-test is determinedunder the null hypothesis of a bivariatePareto df and
under two different alternativehypotheses with asymptoticallyindependenttails. The small-sampledfs
of W under asymptoticdependence and asymptotic independenceare derived from 10,000 Monte Carlo
replications.The alternativemodels might exhibit some statisticaldependencereflectedby the parameters
p and -y,but this dependencedies out very far into the tails. Furtherdetails on the power calculationsare
provided in the main text.

TableB2 reportsthe powerof W simulatedby applyingthis procedure
(for k = 75). The powerclearlydecreasesin ax,reflectingthe degreeof
tail dependencefor the null model(the strongertail dependenceunderthe
null,the higherthe power).Moreoverthe powerunderthe Gumbel-Pareto
alternativeis nearly unaffectedby changes in p because T = 0.5,
regardlessof the correlationvalue. As for the power under the HI of
normality,it decreaseswhenaj (andthusp) is increased.This impliesthat,
for any given samplesize andsignificancelevel, a normalalternativewith
dependenceparameter9 close to 1 can be foundthatis indistinguishable
fromthe null model of asymptoticdependence,thatis, the local alternatives problem.However,Heffernan(2001) shows thata largemajorityof
parametricmodelswith asymptoticallyindependenttails are governedby
a tail dependenceparameterof 1/2.Thus, one might interpretthe power
resultsunderthe normalalternativeas the worstcase to be encountered.
We also investigatedthe small-samplecritical behavior of the Zstatisticequation(18) by applyingthe above simulationsetup.TableB3
shows that small-samplecritical values are again deviatingfrom their
asymptoticcounterparts,but they are reasonablyclose to them for kvalues of 50 or 75. Applyingthese alternativerejectionregions to the
1. We drawsamplesof size n = 663 fromthe bivariatePareto(Ho), Z-valuesin table3 does not alterthe test results.However,the Z-testmay
the bivariatenormal,and the bivariateGumbel-Pareto(Hi) distri- exhibitlow powerin small samples.
butionand calculater for the asymptoticallydependentand independentsamples.We thenconditionestimatesof vlon k = 75 and
repeatthis samplingscheme rep (= 10,000) times. This renders
TABLE
B3.-SMALL-SAMPLE
CRITICAL
VALUES
OFTHEZ-TEST
the small-sampledistributionsi (Ho)and }ind (H1).

2. We estimate the 5% quantile of X by the order statistic
ilrep = 0.05.

ki,rep

3. We evaluatethe small-samplepower:
1 rep
PSs

=

E

rep=j=1

l l{n,rdep

<

FORBIVARIATE
PARETO
DRAWS

with

li,rep}'

20 Because of
space considerationswe did not reportthresholdchoices
for each of the seventyempiricalreturnpairsin tables2 and 3. They are
availableupon request.

Z(o = 5%)

Z(0 = 2.5%)

a

k = 25

50

75

25

50

75

2
3
4

-1.438
-1.395
-1.426

-1.500
-1.534
-1.571

-1.564
-1.554
-1.551

-1.716
-1.670
-1.700

-1.807
-1.869
-1.867

-1.872
-1.813
-1.853

Note: Critical values are determinedfor the Z-test in equation (18) for testing equality of the cocrash
and flight-to-qualityeffects between stocks and bonds. The small sample df of Z is obtained by 10,000
Monte Carlo replications from the bivariate Pareto df. The critical values are presented for different
values of the significance level 0, the tail index a, and the thresholdk of the tail dependence function.
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TABLEC1.-UPWARD BIAS IN LINKAGEESTIMATORS:
BIVARIATENORMAL
VERSUSBIVARIATEPARETO

APPENDIX C
Small-SampleProperties of the Estimator

n = 663

The linkageestimator(16) can be shownto constitutean upperbound
on the trueamountof comovementin the crisis area.We show this both
analyticallyand by simulation.Let us startwith the analyticargument.
Assume symmetricand equal marginaldistributionfunctionssuch that
P{X > x} = P{ Y > x} = p, wherex is some crashlevel. The expected
numberof cocrashesin the crisis area(1) can now be rewrittenas:
2

2

-

p
p-P{X

Ep

> Q1(p) or Y>

--->

2(p)}

1(1, 1)

for

p

-O

andwhere1(1, 1) is definedas in equation(3). This limitingrelationship
suggeststhe following estimatorfor Ep:
I=

2
1
t(1, 1)'

with 1(1, 1) = k-1

(C-2)
En=

1:

p-1P{X > QI(p) or Y> Q2(p)} = 2 - c(l, l)p -l[l

+ O(p)P].

(C-3)
Likewisewe obtaina finite-sampleexpansionfor 1(1, 1) for t = kin and
u = v = 1 in equation (19):

(, 1) = 2 - c(l, l

p

50

1/2
1/3
0

1.117
1.075
1.018

1.165
1.111
1.040

1/2
1/3

1.173
1.120

1.198
1.148

Est. E[k]
75

Ep

25

A. BivariateNormal
1.204 1.032 1.052
1.145 1.012 1.022
1.060 1.000 1.002
B. BivariatePareto
1.219 1.149 1.152
1.167 1.081 1.086

50

75

Ep

1.070 1.082 1.015
1.032 1.042 1.004
1.005 1.007 1.000
1.156 1.162 1.145
1.096 1.103 1.073

Note: The table reportsestimated values (Est. E) and "true"(analytic) values (Ep) of the extreme
linkage measure for the bivariatenormal and bivariatePareto dfs and for different sample sizes n and
correlationsp. Moreover,the linkage estimates are presentedfor differentvalues of the thresholdk. The
conditioning quantiles for the linkage estimates and analytic counterpartsare chosen such that the
correspondingmarginalexcess probabilitiesare equal to the inverse of the sample size, that is, exactly
at the sample boundary.

1(Xi > Xn-k,n or Yi > Yn-k,n) Notice the

analogywith the proposedestimatorsin equations(15) and(16), the only
differencebeing thatwe allowedfor marginalasymmetryand inequality
in the empiricalsection. It can now been shown that E exceeds Ep by
applyingPeng's finite-sampleexpansionfor the bivariatetail (19) to the
denominatorsof E and Ep.
To demonstratethis claim,note thatthe bivariatetail probabilityin the
denominatorof Ep is nested into Peng's expansionfor t = p and u =
v=

Est. E[k]
k = 25

0,

(C-1)

n = 5,000

)

[I +

(C-4)

Thechoiceofp reflectsthe crisisareawe areinterestedin. In theempirical
applicationwe typicallyconditionon crashlevels Q1andQ2at the sample
boundaryor beyond,whichcorrespondsto significancelevels smallerthan
the reciprocalof the samplesize (p < n-1). It thenimmediatelyfollows
that equation (C-4) exceeds (C-3). Notice also that the second-order
expansions lie closer to each other when the bivariatetail exhibits
asymptoticdependence(rq= 1). The small-samplebias in the linkage
estimatorshouldthus be lower underasymptoticdependencethanunder
asymptoticindependence.
We performeda MonteCarlostudyof the small-samplebias, using a
bivariatenormal distribution(asymptoticallyindependenttails) and a
bivariatePareto distribution(asymptoticallydependenttails) as datageneratingprocesses.Estimatedlinkagemeasuresarereportedin TableC1
for differentsample sizes, thresholdvalues k, and correlationsp. The
reportedestimatesare averagesover 100 replications.Correlationsand
thresholdsk areagainchosenclose to the observedcorrelationsin the data
andvaluesof k usedin the empiricalsection.Thetheoreticallinkagevalue
Ep is also recordedand evaluatedat the sampleboundary(p = n-1).
The values of the measureprovidean upperboundfor the amountof
linkageEp duringcrisis periods.The amountof upwardbias is higherin

panelA, whichis consistentwithouranalyticalconsiderationson thebias.
The differencebetweenthe asymptoticallyindependentnormaldistribution and the bivariateParetodistributionbecomes apparentin the larger
sample.For datasets 10 times largerthanthe currentsample(n = 663),
the normal-basedlinkageestimatesstartto approach1 while the Paretobasedestimatesretaintheirhigherlevels.
APPENDIX D
Data Descriptionand Discussion
Data were obtainedfrom Datastream,Inc. G-5 countriesare listed in
France(FR),Germany
Tables1, 2, and3 withthe followingabbreviations:
(GE), UnitedKingdom(UK), UnitedStates(US), Japan(JP).The stock
& Poors worldprice indices,whereas
dataare FinancialTimes/Standard
the bonddatacorrespondto priceindiceson 10-year(all-traded)government bonds.We did not includecorporatebond indices, becauseof our
particularinterest in the flight-to-qualityphenomenon.Returns were
calculatedas log pricedifferences,Fridayto Friday,in local currency.The
stock and bond returnsare not compensatedfor dividendsand coupon
payments,respectively.The sample of daily raw data used startedon
February27, 1987 and endedon November18, 1999, which amountsto
663 weekly observations.
Weekly data have the advantagethat one significantlyreduces the
dataat thedaily
typicaltimezoneproblemsencounteredwithinternational
frequency.Moreover,they capturemore sustainedcrash phenomena,
which can be expected to have more significanteffects on financial
institutionsand the real economy than one would usuallypick up with
daily returns.An even longerholdingperiodwas not possible,due to the
limitedlengthof the bond index dataavailableto us. Of course,the two
advantagesof the use of weeklydatamentionedabovecome at the cost of
not being able to addressexplicitlyintradayor daily short-rundynamics
that could also help to understandcrisis propagationmechanisms.Althoughthatis outsidethe scope of the presentpaper,in futurework we
plan also to investigatethe time structureof extremefinancialmarket
spilloversby studyingthe following intertemporalspecificationof our
extremelinkageindicator:P(X, > x, Yt+k> y) for k > 0.
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